INDIAN MEDICAL ASSOCIATION
MEDICAL STUDENTS NETWORK TAMILNADU STATE
ALL TAMILNADU MEDICAL STUDENTS CONVENTION MEDINFINITE
MEDINFINITE 2.0 Was an Inter Medical College Event Conducted By INDIAN
MEDICAL ASSOCIATION MSN JDN Held From 01.12.2021 To 05.12.2021 at
Karpaga Vinayaga Institute Of Medical Sciences, Chennai.
The students of Tagore Medical College & Hospital gave an energetic and enthusiastic
participation in all kinds of Academic, Sports & Cultural Events.
ACADEMIC EVENTS
"Knowledge has a beginning but No End"
PAPER PRESENTATION:
Our students showed their excellence in knowledge with an active participation in the
Paper presentation.
SURGICAL WORKSHOP:
The eagerness to learn a new skill made our students participate and utilize the
opportunity to study the basic skills of surgery.
BLS WORKSHOP:
The Basic Life Support is a mandatory thing a Medical Student should know. In that
way ,we are proud and heartfelt congratulations to the students of Tagore Medical College &
Hospital for their future endeavours.
CULTURALS:
"Every artist was first an amateur"
SHIPWRECK:
It was an absolutely astonishing event, uniquely testing our personality. Here our
participants came with fierce and set on fire with their amazing talents which added flying
colours to our flag.
ADZAP:
This show stole the hearts of audience with their Spot contents and Lively performance
and yeah Our people were Live enough to Advertise their products which turned into a huge
attempt for our success!
CHANNEL SURFING:
Be it for reel or real, It was always our students who stood up as a team and always
believed in teamwork and our team acted out the channels perfectly with what the judge
tuned in. With So much fun and chirpy content they made the audience and judge go for a
heartful enjoyment which added a feather to our hat!
ADAPTUNE:
Yes! Let's tune to the beats as our heart says. The soulful performance of our
participants was enough to set the stage on fire and grace. Overall that was like a cherry on
cake which added more beauty to the show.
SOLO SINGING WITH KARAOKE:
That was a bliss to hear them singing, more precisely the best therapy to our ears! It was
a magical experience to see people singing their soul.
BAND:

Our band constantly believed that music is life itself and it got super proved once when
they performed.
They made their opera so natural and classic which was their total concept. They made
everyone go impressed with their mesmerizing performance and sending people their most
energetic vibes and love!
GROUP DANCE:
The joyful movements of our students brought more elegance to everyone in the aura
and their cosmic energy and splendid expressions made the people jump out of energy and
express the joy of happiness and thrill which added glory to our family!
POETRY:
'Pen is mightier than a sword!' Words can change this world. With their mighty ideas
and interesting thoughts they penned it perfectly.
SPORTS:
"Just play, Have Fun, Enjoy the Game" - Michael Jordan.
CRICKET:
Our team players were fierce throughout the game and their shots were as unique as
them. They never let others down which made them energetic throughout the game!
FUTSAL:
When they set down the goal to be keen on goals, which made the game more fierce
and extraordinary!
BASKETBALL:
Tremendous effort by the team made the game go on thrill till the end and was a fire!!
It was the best play.
CHESS:
Our player's each and every move was in silence and checkmate was their only rattle.
Which turned people into utter amusement?
CARROM:
The carrom shots were very clear just as their thoughts. Each and every shot was a pro
and very well worked that led us to this huge success.
BADMINTON:
All strokes were well coordinated and their measured mindplay and strength helped to
get through the game.
THROWBALL:
The overall enthusiasm throughout the team helped them to play consequently and
their teamwork led to such dynamic play.
Finally, The Five day power packed events Comes to end with the Overall Champion
Trophy to the Students of Tagore Medical College & Hospital for their Extraordinary
and Enthusiastic Overall Participation and Responsibility.
The Academic and cultural event was coordinated by Dr K.KASTHURI.,Assistant
Professor, Department of Biochemistry, TMCH and Sports was guided by
Mr RAGHUNATH, Department of Physical Education, TMCH.

